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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

1.1 INTRODUCTION

Aircraft missions of the next decade and beyond are

dictating the requirement for multimode integration of air-

frame and propulsion systems over wide operational envelopes.

Aircraft engines have accordingly become more sophisticated

in the evolutionary design process which must eventually

meet these future requirements.

The provision for multimode propulsion response, with-

out sacrificing efficiency or performance, is achievable by

engines with variable geometry. Such engines are controlled

by commanded internal geometrical changes. This capability

is achieved at the expense of a significant increase in

engine complexity, addition of actuators, and sensors. The

subsequent control system requirement to maintain strict

transient and steady-state performance specifications forces

attention to more accurate and reliable controller implementa-

tions. Evaluation of engine control technology has demon-

strated that such functions should be implemented with

digital multivariable design3, relying on hydromechanical

hardware for back-up, fail/operate functions. Control syn-

thesis techniques for such digital systems must therefore be

developed and demonstrated to fill the need for accurate

response, high reliability, and compatibility with state-of-

the-art digital processing capability.

One potential control design technique for achieving

these objectives is based on quadratic synthesis methods.

These are usually identified as modern control, optimal

control, linear-quadratic-Gaussian (LQG), or linear-quadratic-

regulator (LQR) methods. They have undergone extensive



theoretical development. The results have indicated that

they can serve as the basis for a systematic, comprehensive

procedure to design practical multivariable digital controllers

to satisfy complex engine performance requirements.

To evaluate the potential benefits of these multivariable

design methods, the Air Force Aero-Propulsion Laboratory and

the NASA Lewis Research Center have cooperatively sponsored

a comprehensive research and development program of an

advanced multivariable controller for the F100 turbofan

engine. The objective of this program is specifically to

design and demonstrate a practical multivariable controller

for the F100 over its operating envelope. The design method-

ology is to be based on LOR control methods, and the controller

performance evaluated on a detailed nonlinear digital simula-

tion, a hybrid simulation, and on tests of an actual F100

engine. To accomplish this objective, the AFAPL and NASA-

LeRC contracted for the controller design to Systems Control,

Inc. (Vt) and, for the F100 engine technology expertise, to

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Group, Government Products Division.

The overall agency integration is illustrated in Figure 1.1.

1.2 SUMMARY

The report describes the F100 multivariable controller

altitude test demonstration. In particular, the impact of a

hardware implementation on the control design is addressed.

The report focuses on several topics which evolved during

the phase II test activity in detail. The altitude cell

tests results themselves are presented in the NASA-LeRC

phase II evaluation report (1]. The controller synthesis

methodology and design description is the subject of Ref.

[2]. Additional material describing the control development

and hybrid evaluation is contained in Refs. 3 and 4.

2
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Figure 1.1 FlOO MVC Program Team

This report is organized as follows:

SChapter II -FIO Multivariable Control Structure

The MVCS design is reviewed. Controller func-

tions are described and the interconnection of control
modules is treated. Design synthesis methods for each
block are referenced. Hybrid test results are summar-
ized.

* Chapter III - Overview of Altitude Test Demonstration

The MVCS evaluation in the NASA-LeRC test cell is

reviewed. Major results are presented. Specific topics
are described including (1) reference schedule evalu-
ation, (2) Ap/p data analysis, (3) transient performance,
and (4) afterburner accommodation.

3NEFL
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" Chapter IV - Summary and Conclusion

The F1O0 MVC design program is reviewed. Major
milestones in the design and evaluation of the con-
troller are described. Conclusions regarding the
synthesis approach and future system concepts are
included.

" Appendices

The appendices include the specific test data
evaluations performed during the Phase II MVCS test
demonstration.

4



CHAPTER II

Fl00 MULTIVARIABLE CONTROL STRUCTURE

The F100 multivariable control system (MVCS) is reviewed.

Appendix A contains a complete bibliography of the literature

relevant to the various aspects of this comprehensive develop-

ment and demonstration program. This material is included

to provide background information essential to an appreciation

of the test results described in the subsequent sections.

The MVCS design is completely treated in Ref 2.

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Over the past several years, aircraft operational

requirements have dictated the development of propulsion

systems having increased performance over a wider operating

envelope. To satisfy these performance requirements, variable

geometry components have become an integral part of advanced

aircraft engines. Future variable cycle engines may incor-

porate variable fan, compressor, turbine and exhaust nozzle

geometry to improve overall performance [1]. As a result,

the engine control system will have to be capable of control-

ling engine fuel flows and the variable geometry in an
"optimum" manner. This will necessitate the measurement of

more engine variables. However, the multitude of variables

to be manipulated and measurements to be utilized make it

difficult to design controls for these advanced engines.

Classical control synthesis techniques, which involve

the analysis and design of single-input, single-output

control loops, have worked quite well for the older, simpler

engines. Unfortunately, such techniques prove to be cumbersome

and time-consuming when they are applied to the more complex

multivariable engines.

5
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One approach to solving the engine control problem

is the use of multivariable (optimal) control theory. The
LQR is one aspect of the theory that has been successfully

developed and applied to a wide variety of linear multi-

variable control problems [2]. LQR designs result in feedback-

type controllers which make use of inherent loop interactions

to improve performance. The LQR control modes can also reduce

the sensitivity to parameter variations and sensor inaccuracies.

The F100 (see Figure 2.1) engine was selected for the

MVCS program due to the availability of detailed digital and

hybrid computer simulations of that engine and the availability
of an actual F100 engine for testing at NASA Lewis Research

Center. The F100 engine represents the current state-of-

the-art in aircraft gas turbine technology. Although not as

complex as some of the advanced cycles being proposed, the

F100 does provide a suitable test for the LQR technique. In

addition to the main burner and afterburner fuel flows, the

F100 has variable fan inlet guide vanes, variable compressor

stator vanes and a variable convergent-divergent exhaust

nozzle. Airflow bleed can be extracted at the compressor

exit.

Certain restrictions were placed on the control design.

The design approach would use linear engine models as a

basis for the control synthesis. Deterministic LQR theory
was to be applied exclusively, i.e., as a first approximation,

the random uncertainty associated with the engine behavior
was assumed to be negligible. Only existing sensed variables

were to be used as control inputs. The controller authority

was to include engine operation from idle to max dry power.

Start-up and afterburner regimes were excluded; however,

during the hybrid simulation and engine tests, afterburner

lights were done to assess the controller's regulation

capability in the presence of disturbances.

6
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Prior to the actual control design, detailed criteria

were established that specified the desired engine perform-

ance [3]. The control criteria can be summarized as follows.

Foremost, the control must protect the engine against surge

and from exceeding speed, temperature and pressure limits.

Airframe-engine-inlet compatibility requirements specify

minimum burner pressure limits and maximum and minimum

airflow limits at certain flight conditions. The control

must insure engine thrust and fuel consumption are within

tolerance for specified engine degradations and for installa-

tion effects. The engine must also accelerate and decelerate

smoothly, safely, quickly and repeatably with small overshoots

allowable. It must do this for both large and small requested

power level movements and during flight maneuvers.

2.2 THEORETICAL SYNTHESIS METHOD

The fundamental aspects of locally linear control

synthesis are reviewed as applied to the synthesis of the

control and the fundamental requirements of the control

structure. The engine may be modeled conceptually as a

nonlinear time-invariant dynamical system utilizing fundamental

aerodynamic principles as follows:

= f(x,u,e) (2.1)

y = h(x,u,e) (2.2)

where n states, x, m controls, u,p outputs, y, and a q para-

metric variables e, as well as the detailed nonlinear dynamics
f(x,u,e) and measurements h(x,u,e), are modeled by the

designer to achieve his purpose most expediently. For

engine development, detailed digital simulations, including

thorough component maps and experimentally correlated gas

path equations, are utilized as in the F100 transient simula-

tion deck. These programs are too complex for control

synthesis, but are useful in evaluating a candidate design.

8



Locally linear models can be generated from nonlinear

simulations or experimentally from engine data via system

identification. These models are valid in the neighborhood

of an equilibrium point (xouoe0 ) and describe perturbation

motion Sx,6u, away from equilibrium. These models are

represented as follows:

6x = F6x + G6u (2.3)

6Y = H6x + Ddu (2.4)

where, in principle,

6f(x,u , a)
F -X=X (2.5)

6x and 6u will be rewritten as x, u in the remainder of this

paper.

Model reduction procedures can be utilized to produce

linearized equations containing convenient, control oriented

parameters. The reduction was performed on the linear

system equations in each region of the operating envelope to

provide a set of models used in the optimal regulator synthesis.

The total procedure to arrive most efficiently at multi-

variable designs requires the utilization of a blend of

techniques incorporating frequency and time domain analysis

and modern and classical control concepts.

Given the linear design model (Eq. (2.3)), and the state/

control performance index,

J = (xT Ax + uT Bu)dt (2.6)

or the output performance index,

j = 1f (YT A* y)dt (2.7)

the deterministic, steady-state optimal controller to minimize

J for arbitrary initial conditions about a fixed set point

9



is given by the following state variable regulator control

law:

u = u0 + C(x - x ) (2.8)

C = -B 1GTS (2.9)

where u, x are a consistent equilibrium reference point for

the nonlinear plant, namely,

0 = f(xo, u0 ) (2.10)

where f[x(t),u(t)] describes the nonlinear engine behavior

exactly. The matrix S is given by the positive definite

solution of the algebraic Ricatti equation (for Eq. 2.6).

0 = SF + FTS + A - SGB - I GTS (2.11)

and by a comparable form for Eq.(2.7). The solution is

calculated numerically by integration of the matrix Ricatti

differential equation to steady-state or, more efficiently,

by the eigenvector decomposition method. The optimality of

such regulators is given in terms of a fixed set point.

However, with reasonable choices of weighting parameters,

system response is not degraded for varying set-point inputs.

The state or output weightings can be constructed

initially from physical reasoning. Alternately, if it is
desired to alter the dynamic response in terms of time
domain specifications (e.g., rise time or damping), state

weightings on the variables most nearly associated with the

mode to be controlled are chosen. State variables and

output quantities often are related physically. Control of

the state is then equivalent to control of the output. In

this case, the need for explicit output weighting is removed.

For example, engine thrust, an output and augmentor pressure,

a state, have nearly the same coefficient representation.

Thus, weighting PT6 results in direct control of thrust

response. Such considerations can give the designer a

foundation for the initial quadratic weighting matrix selection.

10
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2.3 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF THE CONTROLLER

Figure 2.2 shows a schematic representation of the

digital controller. The control structure is applicable to

many physical, nonlinear systems with state, control and

output constraints. Each functional component of the system

produces an element of the control law. The multivariable

control law is expressed by Eq. (2.12).

u = u s + Cx (x - x s  + fCy A(y - ys )dt (2.12)

The feedback law itself represents an optimal structure with

integral trims for steady-state accuracy and a model fol-

lowing implementation to prevent saturation during transients.
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Each element of the control law will be described relative

to the F1O0 implementation, and the synthesis procedure for

each block will be reviewed briefly.

2.3.1 Reference Value Generator

The control law is written for state and control

perturbations about an equilibrium condition. The equili-

brium conditions must be derived approximately by the

controller given the requested power level, altitude, 1lach

number, engine face pressure and temperature. Because of

manufacturing tolerances and engine aging, an exact expres-

sion for these quantities is not possible. Inaccuracies in

the scheduled reference values normally would cause steady-

state "hang-offs" unless compensated with an integral trim

action. Small inaccuracies do not degrade transient perfor-

mance, and indeed, the feedforward structure allows lower

regulator feedback gains and the associated model parameter

insensitivity of the control.

The reference schedules are produced by calculating the

thermodynamic equilibrium associated with a given control

vector. The manufacturer-specified steady-state condition

requires zero bleed flow and scheduled compressor geometry.

Two degrees of freedom are left to attain desired thrust

(power level) at a particular flight point. The reference

point generator attempts to set a fan matchpoint to achieve

equilibrium. The current control mode is to specify the fan

matchpoint using fan rotor speed and fan exit Mach number

(Ap/p).

A representative group of subsonic and supersonic

flight points was chosen, and the engine equilibrium points

were calculated. Nondimensionalized quantities were utilized

to fit approximate reference points with minimum complexity.

The regulator is tolerant of the schedule errors and produces

12



smooth transient responses without an overly complex implemen-

tation.

2.3.2 Transition Model

When a large transition in power is requested by the

pilot, the perturbation character assumed in the regulator

design is lost. A large change in the reference state

vector will cause large commanded inputs, tending to saturate

actuators and produce significantly nonlinear behavior. The

regulator can be used to track a compatible trajectory

taking the system for one state to another. Exact calculation

of such trajectories is complex, and their practical implemen-

tation has not been investigated. A first-order approximation

to an achievable state trajectory can be calculated directly

from the linearized models [2].

In the FlOO implementation, rates were calculated for

low, middle and high power. In the latter two cases, desired

thrust and turbine inlet temperature rates characteristic of

the engine were chosen. At low power, thrust and either

burner pressure or surge margin rates were specified, depending

on the flight condition, in order to specify adequate

acceleration surge margin or eliminate burner pressure

undershoot. Figure 2.3 shows the response of the nonlinear

digital simulation to a large-power-level modulation.

Engine state and trajectory time histories are shown, along

with error terms in the regulator portion of the control

law. The transition model prevents large error terms from

saturating actuators during gross transients while still

providing stiff regulation near steady-state conditions.

The implementation of this type of transition algorithm

requires very little control logic and storage. The performance

is excellent and the processing overhead is minimal.

The dynamic response of the engine is affected strongly

by the air mass flow. Power level, altitude and Mach number

13
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determine this mass flow and the response. The linearized

control synthesis (LQR) procedure produces regulator gains

that control the engine satisfactorily in the neighborhood

of the design flight/power point. To implement a continuous

envelope-wide controller, the gains must be varied as the

system makes the transition from one condition to another.

There is no precise analytical relationship between

gains at neighboring linearization points. Although engine

time constants can be modeled as functions of the ambient

conditions, the performance index is chosen by the designer

to satisfy specifications particular to the flight point.

For example, a function of ambient variables will not correlate

exactly the gain elements between sea level static idle

conditions, where thrust stability is weighted heavily, and

subsonic altitude idle, where burner pressure is the dominant

state weight. The procedure adopted for the F100 implementation

approximately fit important gain elements with univariate

functions of the engine face density and rotor speed.

The former variable accounts for altitude effects, while the

latter schedules the power condition. Dominant gain elements

are determined by assessing the closed-loop eigenvalue

sensitivity of the system to each gain element and eliminating

those that do not affect closed-loop response. Over 50

percent of the scheduled control gains, C, and C y. were
elminated in the final implementation with little or no

effect on system performance.

2.3.3 Integral Switching Logic

The design philosophy of aircraft turbine engines

dictates that steady-state performance is obtained at various

flight conditions when a particular physical limit is held

exactly (see Figure 2.4). For example, sea level static

take off thrust for the F100 is defined as the thrust obtained

at the maximum allowable turbine inlet temperature. At

15
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Figure 2.4 Operating Envelope Constraint Limits
for the FI0O Turbofan Engine

lower power levels, the engine operation should cause the
airflow and low rotor speed t.o attain predetermined values
for optimum efficiency. At altitude conditions, the minimum
burner pressure defines engine idle. Inlet airflow requirements
and burner burst pressure determine operating conditions at

some supersonic flight points.

The engine set-point is a group of reference values of
states and controls which the engine must attain exactly in
steady-state. These values define the equilibrium point.
Since the F100 has set-point vectors whose elements change
with flight and power conditions, a switching structure from

trim control is required.

Given the design model (Eq. 2.3) and the linear quadratic
regulator design (Eq. 2.8), the closed-loop response to
additive control inputs may be written as follows:

16
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= (F + GCx) x + Gu' (2.13)

where

u = C x + u' (2.14)x

and u' is the additional control input. If the trim responses

(i.e., the integral control time constants) are decoupled

spectrally from the transient equations, i.e., time constants

of Eq. 2.13, then the following should be approximately

valid:

0 (2. 15)

x = -(F + GCx) Gu' (2.16)

y = [ -(H + DCx)(F + GCX) IG + DI u' (2.17)

or, y = H*u' (2.18)

The output vector y is chosen as m quantities, which

must be held in steady-state to their reference values.

(Controllability is assured, then, if H* is invertible.)

The trim integrations provide system dynamics, namely,

1=y (2.19)

The control law is designed:

u C b (2. 20)
y

and the full controller is implemented:

u = CxX + fCyydt (2.21)

where elements of y and C can be switched arbitrarily while

maintaining a continuous control time history.

Design methods produce a single m x r gain matrix,

where r is the total number of possible output quantities.

If Z controls are saturated, m-t elements of the r output

quantities can be chosen for trim. The control law then is

17



implemented as in Eq.(2.21), with the Z rows corresponding to

the saturated actuators deleted from the matrix. The control

is switched when an actuator saturates (delete a row and

column), an engine limit must be accommodated (a column is

replaced), or the error term associated with the saturated

control will tend to unsaturate the control (add the row and

column). The implementation produces an extremely simple

structure for trim and transient control action which can

accommodate various engine limits and control saturations,

as well as obtain rated engine performance accurately throughout

the flight envelope. Three elements of the set-point vector

are the vane, stator and bleed schedules. These error terms

always are integrated unless they are driven transiently

into saturation. To avoid integrator wind-up due to this

uncontrollable situation, the appropriate error is switched

out until the transient command tends to cause the control

to unsaturate. The remaining two elements of the set-point

are normally, scheduled low rotor speed and an averaged fan

exit total to static pressure difference Ap/p. The Ap/p

error term is elminated if the jet area saturates. If

burner pressure or turbine inlet temperature limits are

reached, these terms are substituted for low rotor speed in

the control law. The switching logic provides smooth and

controlled engine transitions in power and flight condition.

2.3.4 Engine Protection

The engine protection logic in the multivariable control

provides hard limits on the commands to the control actuators.

The engine protection logic includes fuel flow limits,

variable vane limits, bleed air limits and exhaust nozzle

area limits. The fuel flow limits include the maximum and

minimum fuel flow and an acceleration schedule, which is

18



a function of measured compressor speed. Axial and cambered

limits are imposed on the variable vane position. The

maximum and minimum nozzle area limits are scheduled as a

function of power lever angle. The maximum and minimum

allowable area commands converge at idle power so as to

prevent limit cycling in this operating region. W.henever a

commanded actuator position exceeds a specified limit or

when a control saturation is detected, a flag is set within

the control logic. These flags send a signal within the

logic to clamr and hold the appropriate trim integrator to

prevent integrator wind-up.

2.3.5 FTIT Estimator

As specified by the manufacturer, temperature limiting

during transient and steady-state operation is a critical

function of any turbine engine control systei [3]. For the

F100, the maximum temperatures specified for compressor

discharge and turbine inlet stations in the gas path are

implicitly limited by region, then, is absolutely necessary

for successful engine control. Unfortunately, the FTIT

sensor output response is extremely slow relative to the

temperature overshoot criteria. Compensation of this signal

is required for adequate temperature limiting during transient

maneuvers. The compensation technique must not degrade the

high d.c. accuracy of the signal because this measurement

sets intermediate thrust at a majority of flight points.

A steady-state, third-order filter was designed. The

FTIT "estimator" uses a combination of the sensed FTIT, the

steady-state reference value of FTIT, the transition value

of fuel flow and the commanded fuel flow to predict the

final value of FTIT during a transient. The predicted FTIT

is then compared to the maximum allowable FTIT. If the
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overtemperature is predicted, the fuel flow integrator

begins downtrimming fuel flow before an actual overtemperature

can occur.

The FTIT sensor output is attenuated at high frequencies

within the filter. The steady-state gain of the estimator

to the sensed input is nearly unity, preserving the high

d.c. accuracy of the measurement. The two fuel inputs are

used to provide the initial high frequency response compensation

of the sensed temperature. The estimator functions as a

complementary filter in blending inputs of two types to form

a system with acceptable response and accuracy.

An example of the performance of the estimator is shown

in Figure 2.5. The overshoot occurs in advance of the

actual FTIT response. This enables the controller to use

the estimator output to modulate the controls to reduce

( I.XIMU FTIT

1 ACTUL

-30'

2 4 6 8 10 12 "4

Figure 2.5 Example of Temperature Compensation Show-
ing Compensator Output Leading Both the
Actual Temperature Response and Sensor
Output During a 75% Thrust Step at 10,000
ft, Mach Number 0.9 from Hybrid Simulation
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actual temperature overshoots. Whenever an acceleration

occurs that will not cause a temperature limit to be exceeded,

the estimator output is not used to throttle back fuel flow.

Thus, off-intermediate power accelerations are not penalized

by the temperature limiting logic.

2.4 HYBRID EVALUATION RESULTS

Initially, the control logic was validated on the F100

digital simulation. During these tests, small transient

responses were run to verify the steady-state regulatory

performance. Large power lever transients were run to test

the limit protection logic and the transition controller.

Disturbances were generated to investigate the effects of

augmentor ignition and inlet distortion. Utilizing the

unique flexibility offered by the digital simulation, acceler-

ations at sea level static conditions with severe engine

deterioration and power extractions were done to test the

control in this critical region. The digital evaluation

provided a preliminary test of the logic at a limited set of

flight conditions to validate the design and structure of

the control logic.

The F100 multivariable control logic was then implemented

on a SEL810B digital computer and evaluated on a hybrid

computer simulation of the F100 engine at the NASA Lewis

Research Center. The SEL810B is a general purpose computer

processor, and although not flight qualified hardware, its

memory, speed and word size are believed to be representative

of computers that will be used to control engines in the

1980's. Figure 2.6 is a schematic of the hybrid system.

The primary objective of the hybrid evaluation was to verify

the multivariable control logic and its implementation to

ensure safe and stable operation of the F100 engine during

subsequent altitude tests. The results of the evaluation

indicated that the control logic and its implementation will
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Figure 2.6 Computational Setup for Hybrid/Altitude Testing
at NASA LeRC

be capable of controlling the engine throughout its operating

range. The specified engine limits were not violated during

normal steady-state and transient operation.

In all, 56 steady-state operating points were recorded

and 77 transient tests were performed during the hybrid

evaluation.

The multivariable control matched baseline, steady-

state performance for all but a few supersonic test conditions.

The degraded supersonic performance was attributed to reference

point scheduling errors at those conditions. Minor modifi-

cations to the reference point schedules will produce satis-

factory steady-state performance at all flight conditions.

The proportional (LQR) plus integral control structure provided

good fan operating point control and when required, tracked

the engine limits.
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The LQR and transition control oroduced satisfactory

transient responses at most operating conditions. The

specified response time requirements were satisfied for all

small and large amplitude transients with the exception of

the small (+3') PLA snaps at the sea level/static, idle

condition. A 1.2 second response time requirement for the

small perturbations was adopted due to a lack of specificity

in the design criteria.

The results of the sensor failure study at the 30,000ft/

0.9 condition indicated that most sensor failures would

result in a safe, downtrimming to a part-power condition.

The saturation of the PT2 sensor or the loss of the fan

speed sensor, however, resulted in an overspeed and over-

temperature condition.

Therefore, a simplified sensor failure detection logic

was implemented in the multivariable control prior to engine

testing. MAX, MIN and delta checks were made against each

sensor. These limits were determined using data gathered

during the hybrid evaluation. Three consecutive "failure"

conditions indicated a failed sensor. For noncritical

sensors, the value from the reference point schedule was

used instead of the failed channel. For failed PT2 and fan

speed signals, the MVCS logic was disengaged and the engine

power was cut back to a safe level.

Based on recommendations from NASA Lewis Research

Center and from Pratt & Whitney engineers, the MVCS control

logic was approved for engine test demonstration at NASA

Lewis Research Center.

2. 5 SUGMARY

The objective of the F100 Multivariable Control Synthesis

Program was to demonstrate that a control could be designed
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using LQR design methods that would operate a modern turbofan

engine over its entire flight envelope. The LQR design methods

were used to develop feedback gains for a series of operating

points. Reference schedules were used to translate pilot and

ambient inputs to reference point specifications. A transition

controller was used to produce smooth and rapid transitions

from one operating point to another. A variable structure

integral trim control was designed to produce specified

steady-state performance and to accommodate limits. The

performance of the multivariable control was evaluated on a

real-time simulation of the P&W F100 turbofan engine with the

control logic programmed on a digital computer. Use of the

real-time simulation allowed program debugging and verifica-

tion of proper control logic functioning prior to engine

tests in an altitude facility. Sensor and actuator failure

detection logic was developed and checked out by simulating

transfers from multivariable to a backup control.
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3.1 SUMMARY OF TEST DEMONSTRATION

The F100 engine, XDll, was installed in the NASA LeRC

test cell, PSL-l, and instrumented for IVCS application [1] (see

Figure 3.1).

Engine tests were run at five subsonic and four supersonic

test points (see Figure 3.2). The flight conditions and the

types of tests conducted are shown in Table 3.1. In certain

regions, air flow and burner pressure constraints limit the

Figure 3.1 F100 - XDll Installed at NASA Lewis
Research Center Altitude Facility
PSL- 1
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Figure 3.2 F100 MVCS Altitude Test Point Designation

Table 3.1

Summary of F100 MVCS Hybrid Evaluation

and Altitude Test Conditions

ALTITUDE (FT) STEADY STATE POWER LEVER ANCI.E DOSTURRANCES SENSOR

MACl NUMBER PLA = 83PPLA < 83' PTA TRANSIENTS AFTER- ,tNEUv"- FAILURES
PLA 8)0PtA 83 - - ATUMER OREX

LARGE ;MALL CYCLIC rS ,.R Or

0/0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10/0.6 0 0 A 0A 0A 04 0, 4• 0 A
10/0.9 0 A, 4 0 0 A 0 A 0 A 04 A A

30/0.9 0 A 0 & 0 & 04 0 A 0 A 0 A

45/0.9 0 A 04 04 0 A 0 0 A 0 0

50/0.9 0 A, 04 04 0A 0 0 A 0

65 0.9 0 0 0

0/1.2 0 0 0 0 0 0

10/1.2 04A 04A 04A 04 0 0

:O/1.8 0 0

55/1.8 A A

35/1.9 A A
75i..9 0 0 0

0 0
55 2.2 A A

6 1-, 2. 15 0 0 0

0 0
0 HYvPRn TESt

A ENCI iF rEST
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range of steady-state operation to near intermediate (PLA =

830) operation. Transient control performance was evaluated

by subjecting the control to small (30) PLA steps, to large

PLA snaps and chops, to random, cyclic PLA motion and to

zone one afterburner lights. In addition, simulated flight

maneuvers were performed during the engine tests.

Prior to the MVCS tests, over 225 steady-state and 91

transient tests were recorded using the standard P100 control

logic. These baseline tests were performed to record the
XDll engine's reference point values. Also, total and

static pressure data at station 2.5 were recorded and used

to synthesize the fan discharge Ap/p parameters.

From these tests, it was found that engine XDII
differed significantly in operating characteristics from the

nominal engine described by the digital simulation. Since

the reference point schedules used in the MVCS control were

based on simulation data, some adjustments were made to the

reference point schedules prior to engine test. Also during

the baseline tests, the MWCS limit mode switching logic and
failure detection logic were thoroughly checked out.

Steady-state operating data were taken at 309 combinations

of flight condition and power lever angle. The MVCS tracked

the reference point schedules well. FTIT and four burner

pressure limits were accommodated where required for safe

operation. The integral trims held the RCVV's and CIVV's to

their respective schedules. The fan rotor speed and fan

discharge Ap/p were held to their schedules values through

the use of integral trims on exhaust nozzle area and main

burner fuel flow.

In general, steady-state performance of the F100 MVCS

control was good at all points tested. The integral control
action held scheduled variables close to their scheduled
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values. Minor reference point schedule adjustments allowed

schedule matching without controls saturating or engine

variables exceeding allowable limits.

Transient performance was assessed at all the flight

points. Large PLA transients were run at all points where

air flow constraints permitted PLA operation below 830.

Small PLA transients of 3 were run to check the regulator

performance while random PLA sequences were run to verify

correct gain scheduling operation. In all cases, PLA was

changed at a rate of + 126°/sec. A programmable function

generator was used to control the PLA during the transient

tests to insure repeatability.

Good transient performance was demonstrated at almost

all flight points. The integral trims successfully accommodated

FTIT limits and low burner pressure limits where required.

The control attenuated afterburner pressure pulses occurring

during afterburner lights at all but two flight points. At

supersonic points, where operation was permtted only at

intermediate and above, excellent suppression of afterburner

disturbances was observed. The multivariable control

successfully operated the engine for random PLA excursions,

thereby verifying the correct functioning of regulator gain

schedules and transition logic. A number of flight maneuvers

were performed to check the control's performance with

simultaneously varying PLA and ambient conditions. The

control tracked reference point schedules well and accommodated

all limits.

Programming flexibility which exists due to the modular

structure of the multivariable control was demonstrated by

testing two alternate control modes. A fast acceleration

set of transition control rates was implemented which allowed

more rapid engine accelerations. Also, the integral trim

structure was changed to use engine pressure ratio instead

of the fan discharge Mach number parameter normally used
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with the multivariable control. The new trim structure

worked satisfactorily, requiring only a change of gain

matrices to implement it.

Sensor and actuator failure detection logic was incor-

porated into the control for altitude tests and functioned

well in conjunction with a backup control. All logic was

programmed in 9500 words of core memory, using a 12 msec.

computer cycle time. These computer requirements are within

the capabilities of present generation computers envisioned

for use as engine mounted digital controls.

Several aspects of the control implementation were

studied in detail during this phase of the program. These

topics, presented in the subsequent sections, include a)

validation of the MVCS reference and trim schedules, b)

transient performance evaluation and, c) accommodation of

A/B operation.

3.2 VALIDATION OF REFERENCE POINT AND TRIM SCHEDULES

3.2.1 Reference Schedule Correlation

One goal of the extensive baseline runs of the BOM

control prior to the 'UVCS demonstration was the validation

of the data used to model the real engine operating character-

istics. The test article represented a experimental demon-

strator build. The instrumentation was installed for research

purposes. The correlation between the observed engine

operation and the nonlinear simulation of a production

engine configuration was an important area of concern during

the development effort.

The steady state data for the reference point schedules

(excluding Ap/p) was accumulated and the match of reference

values between schedules and measurements was calculated.

This data is shown in Appendix B.
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The agreement in most operating point variables was

within an acceptable tolerance except that it was found that

the engine was operating at lower fan speeds than predicted

from the deck. As a result of these observations, and in

order to make the multivariable control performance match

the BOM operation for comparison purposes, the following

changes were implemented in the control design:

(1) A constant bias was added to the scheduled cor-

rected fan speed, i.e.

(,_) ( 355 RPI

SCHNE - SCH,OLD

(2) A constant bias was added to the scheduled burner

pressure ratio, i.e.

= (- 1.54
(pT2 SCII,NEIV PT2 SCH,OLD

3.2.2 Ap/p Instrumentation Evaluation

One important feature of the MVCS design is functional

modularity. An example of this is the decoupled integral

trim structure. Using this design method, the variables

chosen as the engine reference points could be altered

without a complete recalculation of the controller gains.

The only changes to the controller involve recalculation of

the integral network gains using the pole placement method

described in Ref. [2].

Two trim systems were available during the altitude

test. The normal trim mode (N1/Ap/p) used fan speed and fan

exit dynamic head (Ap/p) to set the fan match point with the

geometry on sched,"1 e. The alternate mode selected (NI/EPR)

used fan speed and engine pressure ratio (PT6/PT2) to set

the operating point. Integral gains had been calculated and

evaluated for these modes on the hybrid simulation.
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The advantages of using 6p/p as controlled variable are

illustrated in Figure 3.3 from the altitude test demonstration.

In this experiment, fan speed was manually held constant

which nozzle area was changed. It is evident that Ap/p is

near independent of fan speed while EPR response is strongly

coupled to both speed and area (see Ref. 2). Thus, Ap/p is

,,iore attractive to set performance with fan speed because of

the nearly orthogonal static relationship (see Figure 3.4).

This static relationship is also valid during the integral

trim dynamic action since in the trim time frame, all engine

responses are essentially quasi-static. The major disadvantage

to Ap/D for the NIVCS demonstration was the lack of a well

documented instrument correlations available since this

parameter was not used within the BONI control.
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Figure 3.4 Relationship of 6P/P to EPR on Fan Map

Development and experimental evaluation of suitable

instrumentation for Ap/p was required for this mode. Three

alternative data sampling and data processing techniques for
investigating fan exit Mach number of (Ap/p) .m characteristics

at all flight conditions during the BOM testing are specified

in Appendix C. The purpose of specifying these alternatives

was to determine the minimum complement of total and static

pressure transducers necessary to synthesize accurately fan

exit Ap/p for the MVCS evaluation. The data obtained for

this study was limited to subsonic conditions at simulated

altitudes of 10,000 feet, 30,000 feet and 45,000 feet. The

following results, conclusions and discussion apply, therefore,

to subsonic MVCS testing only. BOM testing at supersonic

conditions followed by a less complete In/p analysis preceded

the MVCS testing utilizing (Ap/p)2.Sm to control the fan

match point.
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The important questions that were addressed by this

study include the following:

(1) What were the XDll fan exit (AP/P)2.Sm characteristics

at the flight conditions tested compared to the

original MVCS schedule?

(2) What is the effect of a (AP/P)2.m error on the

fan match?

(3) Wfhat reduced set of measurements for total and

static pressures should be used for the NVCS

testing?

(4) How can the reduced set of measurements be utilized

to synthesize the correct average fan exit (Lp/p)2.Sm?

(S) What techniques should be used to insure continuous

engine operation at other flight conditions or in

case of a critical sensor failure?

The following summary of results is presented as a

reference to the major sections of Appendix C and to provide

an overview of the quantitative findings:

(1) The XDll fan exit (6P/P)2.Sm characteristics were

similar to the current MVCS schedule at all flight

conditions but contained a +0.045 bias at all

airflows.

(2) The maximum effect of a 10% error in (LP/P)2 .Sm

was a 5% change in fan pressure ratio at constant

corrected airflow.

(3) The locations which may be used to measure total

and static pressures are shown in Table 3.2.

(4) In order to synthesize the correct average fan

exit (AP/P)2.Sm using the sensors defined in (3)',

set CC3 = 0.46445, CF3 = 0.56825, and CD3 = 0.0

in the current calculation of (LP/P)2.m (see

Table 3.3).
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(S) in order to ensure continuous engine operation at

flight conditions not previously tested during the

BOM tests (AP/P)2.Sm deviation limits of +25% of

schedules may be checked. If these limits are

exceeded, then the calculation of (AP/P)2.Sm

should be performed using the full complement of

validation station 2.5 total and static pressures

(technique 0).

Table 3.2

Station Location for Ap/p Synthesis

CORE (HOT) SIDE- 2.5H  FAN (COLD) SIDE -2.5F
CIRCUM. LOC. PROBE # CIRCUM. LOC. PROBE #

TOTAL
PRESSURE 1130 2 2480 2

STATIC
PRESSURE 2780 O.D. 2640 O.D.

Table 3.3

F100 (XDII) Fan Exit Ap/p Instrumentation Recommendation

AP/P2.5measured = 0.46445 _T2.50 S2.5C3 + 0.56825x
P T2.5C3

PT2.5F3 - PS2.5F3 + 0.045

PT2.5F3

where the probes used are:
PT2.5C3 : core side at 1130, probe number 2

PT2.5F3: fan side at 248°,.probe number 2

PT2.5C3: core side at 2780, O.D. probe

PS2 .SF3: fan side at 2640, O.D. probe
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The following qualitative conclusions were reached as

a result of BOM testing:

* The F100 (XDll) measured (Ap/p)2.Sm was within

acceptable tolerances as determined during the

MVCS design using FI00 simulation data.

0 A small bias shift in the current schedule could

be implemented by shifting the T2 bias, or the

base (Ap/p)2.5m schedule. The new (Ap/p)2.5m

schedule will then match the measured (6p/p)2.5m

within acceptable tolerances.

0 The MVCS tests could have been normally executed

using the minimum set of total and static pressure

measurements specified in the results. However,

backup calculations of (Ap/p)2.Sm using all available

and valid station 2.5 pressure measurements were

retained during test.

Based upon the instrument recommendations, the altitude

test demonstration was undertaken with the technique 0
synthesis method. Additional data was acquired using the

specified channel combinations which further validate the

results presented in Appendix C.

3.3 TRANSIENT CONTROLLER PERFORMANCE

Transient power and flight point maneuvers were performed

during the demonstration. A complete discussion of these

results is contained in Ref. 2. Several phenomena were

observed during the testing which required minor modification
of the control software. These effects are discussed in

detail below.
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3.3.1 General Response Characteristics

The dynamic response of the control was nearly identical

to that observed during the hybrid evaluation. Figure 3.5

shows a comparison of the '.IVCS and BOM behavior during a

throttle bodie (i.e., chop-hold-snap). Augmentor pressure

(PTO) is shown as a relative thrust response parameter. A

small hysteresis is evident in both control responses due

primarily to actuator uncertainties. The multivariable

control responses are symetric during the maneuver primarily

because of the linear feedback control form. The production

control uses nonlinear logic to operate the nozzle area

during transient maneuvers. The integral trim time constants

are clearly visible in both controllers. No modifications

were made to the control gains, transition model or integrator

logic during the test program. Both normal and fast response

transition models were tested. This aspect of the test

results alone is an important result regarding the effectiveness

and applicability of the MYC design procedure in conjunction

with the hyLrid evaluation approach.

3.3.2 Fuel Valve Anomalies

An anomaly in the electromechanical servovalve used to

meter fuel flow to the engine was noted during the demonstration.

This phenomena occurred only at low fuel flows as illustrated

in Figure 3.6. Fuel spikes were noted in the fuel servo

feedback and flowmeter outputs in response to constant fuel

commands. Operation of the control logic was altered to

limit fuel command excursion during decels above this critical

flow region. This accommodation capability was already

available in the integral trim logic which prevents integrator

windup during operation with saturated actuator channels [2].
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3.3.3 Test Facility Interaction

During large engine transients, the variation of engine

airflow caused significant air supply transients in the PSL

facility. These effects were more pronounced during operation

at lower pressures and physical airflows. They appeared in

both BOM and MVCS operation. During M4VCS operation, the

variation in engine face pressure (i.e. a pressure decrease

caused by an increase in engine airflow and speed) coupled

through the reference schedules to provide a destabilizing

dynamic effect.

This phenomenon is shown in Figure 3.7. An initial fan

speed drop (due to an A/B light) causes engine face pressure

increases. The air supply facility sees an equivalent drop

in airflow through the engine. Engine pressure (PT2)

increases, which causes the reference schedules to increase

the fuel flow and PT6 reference values. The scheduled fan

speed drops because of a temperature increase. As the

engine speed responds to these schedule variations, the time

lag in the facility air supply, engine response and integral

time constants couple to produce the underdamped behavior

illustrated in the figure.

This dynamic interaction is peculiar to the facility

dynamics involved. This response was not observed during

pressure variation testing on the digital or hybrid simulation.

At flight conditions where large physical airflows were

available, the change in airflow for a change in engine

speed was a much smaller percentage of total airflow and the

dynamic interactions were not observed.

3.3.4 Turbine Temperature Limiting

To compensate for the fan turbine inlet temperature

(FTIT) thermocouple response time constant, the MVCS included

a two input estimator for FTIT which use a pole placement
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structure to provide shaped frequency response to fuel flow

and the FTIT probe signal. A reference schedule input is

used as a feedforward. The estimator output is only active

at intermediate power when the temperature limit is active.

For the test implementation the maximum turbine temperature

limit was lowered 20'F. In addition, the engine characteristics

indicated that the nominal fuel-to-temperature curves were

not accurate for the XDlI. These two effects cause the

'1VCS to temperature limit significantly below intermediate

throttle level. In order to accommodate this effect, the

feedforward schedules in the estimator were altered to

represent the modified fuel/temperature curves observed for

the XDlI. Excellent response was then obtained as shown in

Figure 3.8. Since this may be representative of the worst

case variation observed in installed engines, these tests

indicate that a more sophisticated filtering approach would

be appropriate for estimation of turbine temperature. Since

filtering and estimation concepts were specifically not

addressed during the MVCS development, this area would merit

futlier study.

A group of implementation details observed during the

PSL demonstration have been described. These conditions

were alleviated with minor logic modification and, in general,

the NVCS design performed during the PSL demonstration

without modification to the function and structure.

3.4 AFTER BURNER ACCOMMODATION

At several of the tested altitude conditions, power

transients were prohibited because of inlet airflow schedules

and minimum burner pressure requirements. In order to

exercise the logic, a disturbance input was made to the

engine in the form of an afterburner ignition. The MVCS

does not include A/B accommodation logic; thus, this input
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causes the ,VCS to accommodate virtually a step disturbance

input.

Augmentor fuel was metered at the initial ignition flow

to the innermost (segment I) flameholder (see Figure 3.9).
The ignition pulse produced a back pressure which causes

engine speed to drop and turbine inlet temperature to rise.
The nozzle must be opened to accommodate the additional

tailpipe pressure. Over the flight envelope, the MYCS performed
comparably to the hybrid evaluation results in attenuating A/B

Figure 3.9 Afterburner of F1O0 Engine
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ignition pulses measured by the size of the observed PT6 pulse.

In Figure 3.10, the performance of the MVCS and the BOM are

compared against the control design specification determined

at the beginning of the program [3].

jA 8oM iXo-Il I
15 -0 Mvc HYBRID

-1

C6A DESIGN GOAL

CLLa

5.

CL 10

0 0

00
0s-A

~00

10 20 30 40 50

FAN DISCHARGE TOTAL PRESSURE

Figure 3.10 Afterburner Suppression Curve

3.5 SUMMARY

A short summary of the F100/MVCS altitude cell demon-

station has been presented. Several topics have been examined

as they affected the response of the system during test. The

validation of the steady state reference and trim schedules

is described. Transient performance is summarized and

several logic changes delineated. The performance of the

control during A/B transients is described and afterburner

suppression relative to the design goals is established.
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CHAPTER IV

SU'TMARY AND PERSPECTIVE

4.1 SUMMARY

Modern aircraft turbine engines include a variety of

control actuators which affect the performance and response

of the propulsion plant. The incorporation of digital

processing permits integrated control action to meet strict

steady-state and transient performance requirements. The

need exists for a control design procedure that can account

for multiple loop interaction and can make efficient use of

them to enhance performance without decreasing engine stability

margins. The F100 Multivariable Control Synthesis Program

was a cooperative effort with the Aero Propulsion Laboratory

and the NASA Lewis Research Center aimed at investigating

the use of extended linear quadratic synthesis techniques

to accomplish the design, evaluation and testing of a

practical multivariable control for the FlOO engine.

A digital, niultivariable control design procedure for

the F100 turbofan engine is described. The controller is

based on locally linear synthesis techniques using linear,

quadratic regulator design methods. The control structure

uses an explicit model reference form with proportional and

integral feedback near a nominal trajectory. Modeling

issues, design procedures for the control law and the estimation

of poorly measured variables are presented.

The multivariable control law was implemented on a

general purpose minicomputer at NASA Lewis Research Center.

The logic was thoroughly validated against explicit design

and operating performance criteria on a real time hybrid

simulation of the engine throughout the full flight envelope.
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Alternate control modes, sensor failure sensitivities and

other design features were investigated using the hybrid

simulation.

The resulting system was then used to operate an actual

F100 engii-e in an altitude test facility at NASA Lewis

Research Center. In all, steady-state and transient perfor-

mance were investigated at five subsonic and four supersonic

test points. The results of these experiments and correlation

to the important design issues are presented.

4.2 A LOOK AT THE FUTURE

The micro-electronic revolution has already significantly

affected turbine engine controls. This capability alone

would not radically alter the hydromechanical hardware on

current commercial and military turbines because these

systems have a long reputation for reliability and cost

effectiveness. However, near-term propulsion system require-

ments for V/STOL and military flight applications cannot be

realized with purely hydromechanical devices. The performance

capability of these propulsion systems is now dependent on

the control rather than the components. Practical designs

integrating engine, inlet, and airframes will be necessary.

Multivariable procedures must be used to accommodate dynamic

and static interactions which will dominate these system

configurations. Proposed V/STOL applications, for example,

have propulsion system components, gas generators, fans,

ducts, mechanical linkages, etc. distributed throughout the

airframe. A design method to make this type of system

operable is imperative.

Linear quadratic techniques are one solution. Frequency

domain design has been developing swiftly to realize classical

stability criteria designs with which many people are more

familiar. ',ultivariable stability and direct stability
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margin design for time domain systems is coming. All of

these techniques, for turbine engines, must be blended with

the static performance and large transition requirements

which often predominate the control design. New requirements

for reliability seem to dictate highly robust systems or,

more likely, specifically fault accommodating. Total inte-

gration of the propulsion system with the airframe demands a

decentralized design with data and command links from several

control processing locations in the vehicle. Obviously,

regulator synthesis is only a small part of the global

propulsion design.

Recent work in advance techniques has shown promise.

Merril [5] at NASA Lewis had performed direct output regulator

designs for the F100 models. Comparison between LQR results

have shown essentially the same behavior. Output regulator

design allows a greater flexibility for direct fixed structure

optimization and multiplant design unavailable in LQR procedure.

The importance of this procedure is that high order linear

models do not penalize the control law with redundant and

difficult to estimate feedback terms. Indeed, the procedure

can be used to validate designs produced by LQR synthesis.

Teren [6] has presented work in optimal trajectory

generation using a cost function linear in the states and

controls with constraints on the outputs. The procedure can

improve nominal path algorithms for large transitions.

Several authors have addressed sensor failure accommodating

filters and control architectures.

The evolution of multivariable, electronic controls for

complex turbine propulsion systems is in full swing. Next

generation engines will have the hardware and the requirement.

Optimal control procedures and locally linear design techniques

offer a strong option to design engineers for the development

of the high performance, high reliability, cost-effective

systems which are needed.
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APPENDIX B

REFERENCE POINT SCHEDULE EVALUATION

The analysis of BOM data to validate the reference point

schedules is documented below. This data includes steady state

and transient operation of the engine at flight points, K, F,

C, E, and L between intermediate and idle power. The objective

of the analysis was to evaluate the operation of the MVC following

the BOM controller and to recommend adjustments to the digital

schedules to account for peculiarities in the PSL instrumentation

or the engine.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The agreement between schedules and actual values of NH,

FTIT, PT6 and W are acceptable. The NLcorrected andPB M f~correctedcorte
PB schedules were, however, modified. Specifically, the NLcorrected

schedule should have a constant bias of 35S RPM subtracted,

and the PB schedule should have a constant bias of 1.34 subtracted.

DATA

Figures 1 through 6 are plots of F100 (XDll) operating

line data. Each operating line is indicated in the figures

by a different symbol. Specifically

4: 45,000 ft, M-0.9

0: 30,000 ft, M=0.9

A: 10,000 ft, M=0.6

0: 10,000 ft, M=O.9

IF: 10,000 ft, M=l.2
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V

The test data have been plotted against their scheduled values.

Consequently, a perfect match corresponds to data points falling

on the "45 degree" line. The figures are

Figure 1: (Nactual vs. (NL)scheduled
corrected corrected

Figure 2: (NH)actual vs. (NH)scheduled

Figure 3: (FTIT)actual vs. (FTIT)scheduled

(PT6) (PT6)Figure 4: (TZvs. ( shscheduled

Fiue : PB actal VS )7scheduled
Figure S: (WB VS.

Figure 6: (Wf)actual vs. (Wf)scheduled
corrected corrected

The revised schedules are included in Figures 1 and 5.
The bias levels indicated were found by averaging the errors

between the actual data and the scheduled values.
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APPENDIX C

ANALYSIS OF AP/P INSTRUMENTATION

This appendix presents a detailed explanation of the data

collected, the data processing techniques and the data analysis

which led to the results and conclusions presented in Section III.

Figure 1 illustrates the available total and static pressure trans-

ducers on XDll. The core engine or "hot" gas stream portion of

the fan exit (station 2.5) had 3 point total pressure rakes at

the 23*, 113' and 2930 circumferential locations. Static pressure

measurements in the core stream were made at the I.D. and O.D.

positions at the 370, 980, and 278' circumferential locations.

On the duct or "cold" gas stream portion of the fan exit, 3 point

total pressure rakes were installed at the 68', 248', and 3380

circumferential locations. Static pressure measurements in the

duct stream were made at the I.D. and O.D. positions at the 84',

2640, and 3210 circumferential locations.

The full complement of these fan exit totals and static pres-

sure measurements were used to calculate the best estimate of the
"correct" fan exit (AP/P) 2 .Sm. This calculation technique is

presented in Table 1. As shown in Table 1, technique 0 used 9

measurements for each total pressure and 6 measurements for each

static pressure. Similarly, techniques 1, 2, and 3 are presented

in Tables 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Basically, each of these

techniques employed less and less instrumentation to estimate fan

exist (AP/P)2.Sm" In the minimum instrumentation case, tech-

nique 3, only one measurement was used for each total or static

pressure. The sensor complement recommended for this method

is as follows:

TOTAL PRESSURE STATIC PRESSURE

Core: 1130 - 2 980 - O.D.

Fan: 2480 - 2 2640 - O.D.
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Figure 1 Fan Display Instrumentation Available
on XD-11
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Table 1

Technique 0 -Calculation Procedure Using Nine Total
Probes and Six Static Probes for Each Intermediate Average

INTEREDIAE AVRAGERANGE OF BOSS
INTEREDIAE AVRAGEAND IMMERSION

=T.: @(PT25 -a -(3) a 23, 113, 293

(3= 1, 2, 3

PT2.5FO =@(PT25F -- () a 68, 248, 338
B 1, 2, 3

pS.C @(PS25 -a -S) -37, 98, 278
B=1, 0

PS2.5F0 @(PS25F -a -() a 84, 264, 321
6 =1,0

-A/).C 1 - (FS2.5CO / IFT2.5CO)

6/P25 = 1 - ( S2.5FO / 'T2.5FO FORMULA

(A'P/P) 2.5MO = CO'(A'P/P)2.5C0 + CFO * "/).F + C00

NOTE: @ indicates average over all bosses (a) and immersions
(8) shown in range column.
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Table 2

Technique 1 - Calculation Procedure Using Two Core and
Fan Rakes for Intermediate Total Averages

and All Static Probes

INTERMEDIATE AVERAGE RANGE OF BOSS AND IMMERSION

@(PT25 -a -8) a = 23, 118, 014, 28, 293T2.5C1
= 1, 2, 3

PT2.5F = @(PT25F -a -8) a = 68, 248 or 68, 338 or 248, 338

8:1,2,3

7S2.5CI = @(PS25 -a -B) a 27, 98, 378

8 =1, 0

"S2.SF = @(PS25F -a -8) a = 84, 264, 321

B 1, 0

(4P/P)2.5C1 = 1 - PS2.5C1 / PT2.5CI)

(AP/P)2 F 1 -1 (P'S2. 5FI / PT2.5FI )  FORMULA

(AP/P)2 .5 CC1 * (AP/P)2,5C1 + CF * (PP)2.5F + C 1 I
MII

VARIATION FACTORS TO TECHNIQUE 0

' ""T2.5C 1 00 * (1 - [PT2.5CI / PT2.5CO])

' A7T2.5FI = 100 * (1 - tPT2.SFI / PT2.5FO)

% AFS2.5Cl= 100 • (l - [PS2.5Cl / PS2.5CO)

,PS2 .5FI = 100" (l - [fS2.5F1 / PS2.5FO)

7 (AP/P)2.5C1  100 • (I - {(rGP/P) 2 .5 CI / (A P/P) 2.5C0 )

SA(A P/P)2.5T l  100 (1 -((AP/P)2. 5 Fl / (, P/P)2.5FOI

/ ,!P/P)2.5 l  = 100 (1 - (AP/P)2.5Ml  (,'P/P)2.5MO ]

NOTE: @ indicates average over all bosses (a) and immersions (B)
shown in range column.
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Table 3

Technique 2 - Calculation Procedure Using One Rake in Fan
and Core and Two Static Probes for Intermediate Averages

INTERMEDIATE AVERAGE RANGE OF BOSS AND IMMERSION

PT2.5C2 = @(PT25 -a -6) a 23 or 113 or 293

1 1, 2, 3

PT2.5F2 = @(PT25F -a -6) 68 or 248 or 338

1 1, 2, 3

pS2.5C2 = @(PS25 -a -) ci 37 or 98 or 278

r: I, 0

PS2.SF2 = @(PS25F -a -6) ai 84 or 264 or 321

= 1, 0

(P/P) 2.5C2 = 1 - (FS2.5C2 / PTZ.SC2
)

(1P/P)2.5F2 = ' - (PS2.5F2 / £T2.5F2) FORMULA

](6P/P)2.5M2 =C C2 ' (AP/P) 2.SC2 + C F2 * (0P/p)2.5F2 C C02

VARIATION FACTORS TO TECHNIQUE 0

'" T2.5C2 = 100 (1 - [PT2.5C2 / FT2.5CO])

" T2.5F2 = 100 - [PT2.5F2 / --T2.5FO I

A Ps2.5C2 = 100 (l - Is 2 .5C2 / PS2 .5C01)

"',S2.5F2 = 100 (1 - ITS2.5F2 / PS2.5F01 )

2.5C 2  00 (I - I(,P/P)2.5C 2  / (.,P/P) 2 .5COI)

A("P/P)2.ST2  = 100 (1 - [(LP/P) 2.5F2  / (,tP/P)2.5FO

' (,P/r) 2. 5M2 =  100 • - I( P/P)2.5M2  / (., P/P)2.5MO]

NOTE: @ indicates average over all bosses (a) and immersions (B)
shown in range column.
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Table 4

Technique 3 - Calculation Procedure Using Centered
Total Probe in Core and Fan and O.D. Static Probe

for Intermediate Average

INTERMEDIATE AVERAGE RANGE OF BOSS AND IMMERSION

PT2.5C : @(PT25 -cx -6) 23 or 113 or 293

B 2

PT2.SF3 @(PT25F -a -0) 68 or 248 or 338

P S2.5C3 @(PS25 -ca -8) a 37 or 98 or 278

3=0

PS2.SF3 =@(PS25F -a -(3) a = 84 or 264 or 321

0= 0

P/P)2.5C3 (-S2.5C3 / PT2.5C3 )

(AP/P)2 .SF3 1 - (Ps2.5F3 / PT2.5F3 )  FORMULA

("P/P)2,M3 :CC3 * (/AP/P)2.5C3 + CF3 "(Z\P/P)2.5F3 + C03

VARIATION FACTORS TO TECHNIQUE 0

% AP-T2.5C3 = 100 • (l - [P-T2.5C3 / PT2.5CO )

A &T2.5F3 = 100 * - '7T2.5F3 / PT2.5FO )

S2.5C3 = 00 '( - t{S2.5C3 I 7S2 .5C01)

7. VS2.5F3 = To0 (1 - [FPS2.5F3 I PS2.5F01 )

? L(AP/P) 2.5C3 100 • - [(/P/P). / 2.50 1)

A(,",P/P) 2.5T 3  100 (1 - f(AP/P) 2 .5F3 / (\P/P) 2 .5FOI)

A(i..P/P)2.5M : O 100 (I- (AP/P)2.5M3 / (AP/P) 2 .5MO')

NOTE: @ indicates average over all bosses (a) and immersions (a)

shown in range column.
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Table 5 summarizes the specific rakes/probes used for each

of the three alternative techniques. Each of the (AP/P) 2 .Sm

values from techniques 1, 2, and 3 were compared to the average

of all measurements. However, prior to discussing these results,

it is necessary to establish the operating conditions tested as

well as the validity and consistency of the fan operating obtained

at these operating conditions.

Figure 2 shows the fan operating line for five flight

conditions tested (see Figure 3.1). Figure 2 shows that a

reasonably consistent fan operating line was obtained with a

nominal jet area and a nominal fan exit (AP/P)2.5m = 0.158.

Other engine match parameters such as speed-flow relationships,

FTIT vs. N2 and N1 vs. N2 relationships, also verified that the

points selected were valid for the desired (6P/P)2.5m evaluation.

Figure 3 presents the correct average (Technique 0)

(AP/P)2.5m data for the selected points previously shown on

the fan map. Figure 4 shows these data corrected to nominal

jet area and plotted against their scheduled values. This figure

shows that the XDIl fan exit Mach number was, in general, higher

than the current schedule and that a constant (AP/P)2.Sm

adjustment of 0.045 will provide a reasonable fit (+10%) to the

data collected at all flight conditions. Referring to the inset

in Figure 1, it can be seen that a 10% error in measured

(AP/P)2 .Sm will result in only a 5% error in fan pressure ratio

at constant corrected airflow. That is, at intermediate power,

a 10% error in (AP/P) 2.Sm yields a 0.15 error in fan pressure

ratio, while at idle, the fan pressure ratio error is 0.05.

These operating tolerances are within those using the new

(AP/P) 2 .5 M schedule shown in Figure 4, the MVCS logic will pro-

vide a fan operating line within the BOM operating line limits

shown in Figure 2 for the flight conditions tested. This

schedule simply requires a bias adjustment of 0.045 to the

current schedule.
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Table 5

XD-11 LP/P SI:NSOR DATA

SENSOR TECHNIQUE I TECHNIQUE 2 TECHNIQUE 3

PT2.5C* 22-1
22-2

22-3

113,1 X X

113-2 X x X

113-3 X X

293-1 X

293-2 X

293-3 X

P 2 S.C: 37-0D X

37-ID X

98-0D X x X

98-ID X

278-00 X

278- ID X

p T2.5F: 68-1 X

68-2 X x

68-3 X

248-1 X X

248-2 X X

248-3 X X

338-1

3 38-2

338-3

P 2 S2.F: 84-0D X

84- ID x
264-00 X X X

264- ID X x

321 -0 DX
321- ID x

NOTE: XXX-YY is boss at XXX degrees with immersion Y
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Figure 5 shows the comparison of techniques 1, 2, and 3 to

technique 0 in terms of percentage error in (AP/P)2. m for

each technique. This figure shows that for particular flight

conditions and specific power settings, more accuracy is obtained

with more probes. However, even the minimum number of probes

(technique 3) yields acceptable predictability of )"

Consequently, due to its simplicity, the remainder of this

analysis will concentrate on how technique 3 can be used to

synthesize (AP/P)2 .5 m and how accurate that calculation might

be.

Figure 6 is the comparison of (AP/P)z.S,, using technique 3
to the current MVCS schedule. This figure shows that a similar

positive bias (0.045) would tend to make the schedule fit the

XD1I data better. However, these data also show some skewness

relative to the new schedule which was not evidenced in the

technique 0 data (Figure 2). This skewness is derived from the
fact that the reduced number of sensors cannot properly accommo-

date fan exit profile shifts at all flight conditions or power

settings. Therefore, a technique must be developed for adjusting

the technique 3 data of Figure 6 so that it can be presented to

the control in a form that emulates technique ) at all airflow

settings (fan operating points). The capability for this already

exists in the MVCS software. However, prior to deriving these

relationships it is interesting to compare the scatter of the

XDII engine data using technique 3 to the scatter obtained for

(AP'P) 2 .Sm from the F100 simulation (CCD 1103-2.0) during the

MVCS Phase I design effort.

Figure 7 shows the (AP/P)Z.Sm data from both the engine

tests on XDll and from the F100 simulation at a range of flight

conditions. It can be seen that the scatter bands for these

two data sets are quite comparable.
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In summary, it has been shown thus far that:

(1) A consistent fan operating line was obtained at the
five flight conditions tested.

(2) The (AP/P)2.Sm data from XDll was offset from the

current schedule by a constant bias (0.045) if tech-
nique 0 "correct" average data was used.

(3) That technique 3 offered just as viable an alternative
as techniques 1 and 2.

(4) That the XDll (AP/P),.5m data was no worse than pre-

dicted from the FI00 simulation.

What remains to be shown is how the technique 3 data will

be adjusted to offset the measured slope change relative to

technique 0 and what the magnitude of errors (mean and two

sigma) in these two techniques were. Table 6 summarizes the

mean and two sigma errors for these two techniques as a function

of PLA and corrected airflow. The PLA values are approximate for

various flight conditions. This table shows that the mean

(AP/P) 2 .Sm is a constantly increasing function as corrected air-

flow increases from 10S pps to 225 pps regardless of which tech-

nique is used to calculate it. The table also shows that the two-

sigma values were quite small (0.010 to 0.040) over the full

range of fan operating points. The data from Table 6 for tech-

nique 0 are plotted in Figure 8 to illustrate the meaning of the

variations calculated.

Table 6

(AP/P)2.Sm Data Comparison

APPROXIMATE AIRFLOW
PLA (pps) TECHNIQUE 0 TECHNIQUE 3

830 225 .163 + .012* .167 + .010*

750 200 .160 + .024 .164 + .018

650 175 .156 + .018 .159 + .024

400 145 .153 + .014 .147 + .012

240 105 .143 + .036 .127 + .040

i * mean + 2a 7
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Figure 8 Illustration of 2a Uncertainty about Mean Technique
(AP/P) Data As a Function of Fan Airflow

Figure 9 shows the mean values of (6P/P)Z.Sm for techniques
0 and 3 vs. the current schedule. This figure again illustrates
the skewness in technique 3 which was previously noted in Figures
6 and 7. It should be noted, however, that the skewness is small

on the average and that it is well within the documented data

scatter as shown in Figures 4 and 6. Also, the skewness is much

less than the two-sigma scatter bands calculated for the same
data (Figure 8). Nevertheless, it is more correct to utilize the

software capability to adjust the technique 3 data as accurately

as possible. This will in effect eliminate another small source

of error and thereby eliminate fan operating line offset during

NMVCS testing. Therefore, the calculation format shown in
Table 4 was utilized to obtain a "modified" technique 3 equation.

All of the data collected at the five flight conditions were

analyzed to obtain weighting factors which would cause the
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modified technique 3 to match the "correct" average. The equation

obtained was:

1P 0 . 644S 11 U.' 6825 (AP+ 0.0
I. 2.SniJ 2. Sm 2. 5m

MODIFIED

where

C C3  0.46445

CF3  0.5682S

C 0 3  0.0

.24

------------------------ --- - -- --- TECH. 0
TECH. 3
SCHO.

.20

-Z,

.12

.08 

SHDL

.041 1
so 100 120 140 160 18M 200 220 240

FAN CORRECTED AIRFLOW 'PPS

Figure 9 Comparison of Techniques 3 and 0 Mean Lines with
Respect to MVCS Schedule

This equation was then applied to all the data collected to

assess its accuracy. Figure 10 shows a plot of the modified

technique 3 vs. technique 0. It can be seen that this techlnique
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will provide satisfactory results for all flight conditions

simulated during the BOM testing.

(AE OC5NIFIED O.46445(AR)25c .625().F

.16

.14

.10 0

.08

.10 .12 .14 .J6 .18 .20

Figure 10 Comparison of Modified Technique 3 Calculation

Procedure with Actual Technique 0 (AP/P)
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